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What is the difference between the butcher’s daughter
and the daughters of the lawyers, the doctors, the administrators
and the sons of the stock brokers, the big business owners, the accountants?
They went to their beach clubs and second homes, but
the butcher’s daughter spent her summers as a child behind a cash register
mustering up the confidence to say “Have a Nice Day!” in a loud voice
counting coins to give as change and second guessing her math
zipping up an old sweater and shivering in the cold
reading her summer assigned book in between customers
The daughter did her homework alone
accompanied only by the noise from the kitchen, the TV, the telephone
the patio table and chairs and cheap headphones
The daughter watched fathers in suits come to the dance recital, the talent show, the award ceremony, the
school play, the parent-teacher meeting
bringing their briefcase and the scent of lingering cologne
But not her own; for this is when the daughter understood the luxury of a 9-5
the luxury to not work 13 hours a day, six days a week
the privilege to leave work when the sun still shines
and make it in time
The daughter is familiar with the soil of America,
but it is not familiar with her
Her parents’ shoes are meant for the terrain of other lands,
and could not leave footsteps for her to follow
The butcher’s daughter has the weight of two worlds on her shoulders
carrying her hopes, dreams and tears in her arms
carrying the hopes, dreams and tears of her parents on her back
in a bag whose straps dig in to her shoulder blades
The daughter stayed in on Friday nights,
watching her youth pass by, inch by inch
obsessing over numbers and letters, instead of boys
The butcher’s daughter studied for the SAT on her own,
doodling flowers on the corners of a hand-me-down workbook
only being so personally tutored by KhanAcademy
The daughter who is unable to take a laissez faire approach
to her career; she must carve her own corner in the world
for nobody else was there already with the pick and the axe
But what are her challenges compared to her parents’?
She would never know the pain of leaving the only home she ever knew
Of leaving the family she loves the most
She would never know the heartbreak of giving up the dream to learn
never being able to stand on a stage with a cap and a gown
trading in the pen and paper for a guaranteed dollar
The butcher’s daughter is only so blessed to be ignorant of these challenges because of her parents’ sacrifices
— who is she to spit in their faces?
Above all, she carries the weight of the obligation to make good on their sacrifices;
to make sure it was not all for naught
The butcher’s daughter promises to be successful enough one day,
not only for her parents,
not only for herself,
but for the ones that will come after,
and after,
for every generation is essential to carving out a legacy
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